
With this lesson, students will analyze varying points of view regarding the settlement and independence of Texas. 

Supporting 
Question

Why did Texans declare independence from Mexico in 1836? 

Formative 
Performance Task

Students will compare and contrast primary sources discussing reasons for 
Texas independence.  

Conceptual 
Understanding (NY 
State)

7.6b Conflict and compromise with foreign nations occurred regarding the 
physical expansion of the United States during the 19th century. American 
values and beliefs, such as Manifest Destiny and the need for resources, 
increased westward expansion and settlement.

Content 
Specifications (NY 
State)

7.6.b.1 - Students will compare and evaluate the ways in which Florida, Texas, 
and territories from the Mexican Cession were acquired by the United States.

Sources Student Resources: 

● Copies of the Historical Background - Texas Independence (For the 
digital version, I use the video and questions instead.)

● Copies of Texas Independence Documents 1-5 and Graphic Organizer 

Teacher Resources:

● CLASSROOM VERSION: Google Slides Version of Reading, Primary 
Sources and and Exit Ticket 

● DIGITAL VERSION: Google Slides Lesson and Google Slides KEY

NOTE: Primary sources were modified for the reading level of the students, and 
to eliminate tangential information.   

● H.W. Brands, Lone Star Nation: The Epic Story of the Battle for Texas 
Independence (New York: Anchor Books, 2005)

● Randolph Campbell, Gone to Texas: A History of the Lone Star State 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2004)

● “Texas Declaration of Independence.” (March 2, 1836) 
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/texdec.asp

● de la Teja, Jesus F., "The Colonization and Independence of Texas: A 
Tejano Perspective," in Myths, Misdeeds, and Misunderstandings: The 
Roots of Conflict in U.S.–Mexican Relations (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly 
Resources, 1997)

● Ohland Morton, Terán and Texas: A Chapter in Texas-Mexican Relations 
(Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1948)

● Benjamin Lundy, “The War in Texas.” 1836 
https://dp.la/primary-source-sets/sets/texas-revolution/

● Ten Bears, “Indian’s Address Made at Council.” The Barber County Index, 
September 29, 1927 http://www.rootsweb.
ancestry.com/~ksbarber/ml_tenbears.html 
https://www.tsl.texas.gov/exhibits/indian/early/burnet-1836-1.html

Social Studies 
Practices

Comparison and Contextualization

http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/texdec.asp
https://dp.la/primary-source-sets/sets/texas-revolution/
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~ksbarber/ml_tenbears.html
http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~ksbarber/ml_tenbears.html
https://www.tsl.texas.gov/exhibits/indian/early/burnet-1836-1.html


Assign the exit ticket to students for homework or as an end of class activity.   

● What do you think was the primary reason that caused Texans to declare independence?  
(possibly have students rank the reasons they’ve pulled from the text)

● Where do you see this in the sources you reviewed?
● Which document do you think is the more persuasive? Which one is the most reliable?  Why do 

you feel this way?  
● Why is point of view so important for these documents? 

Classroom Version - Procedure:

Before Class:
Make Copies of the hand outs for class. Also make sure to read through each of the primary 
sources before discussing them with your class.

Discuss Historical Background - Typically speaking, I hand out the historical background the 
day before for homework. When students come to class that day, I check completion, and then go 
over the questions with students to make sure they are clear with the correct answers.  

Depending upon that make up of the class, I’ll either have students work in groups to read through 
the documents, I’ll have them “read and rotate” through the documents, or I’ll have the class work on 
them together collectively with me. Once students have finished filling out the graphic organizer, 
we’ll then discuss some overarching questions. I’ve provided some suggestions below. I’m just 
working to introduce the concept of bias to my students. Therefore, I don’t specifically use that as a 
term on the graphic organizer. If your students are more familiar with the concept, you might work 
that directly into the graphic organizer provided.  

Questions for Discussion:

With this lesson, students will analyze varying points of view regarding the settlement and independence of Texas. 

Digital Version - Procedure:

Assigning the Lesson - You can assign the 
presentation in Google Classroom (Classwork - 
Create)  and then click make a copy for every 
student. This way, students will each have their 
own simulation to work through, and their own 
text boxes to complete. 

This version has been written to be completed through Google Slides and Google Classroom. Some 
of the questions have been modified so that students can complete them without teacher support 
Instead of utilizing the historical background reading, students watch a video about Texas 
Independence. 


